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ABSTRACT

1

Smart home devices are on the rise. To provide their rich variety
of features, they collect, store and process a considerable amount
of (potentially sensitive) user data. However, authentication mechanisms on such devices a) have limited usability or b) are nonexisting. To close this gap, we investigated, on one hand, users’
perspectives towards potential privacy and security risks as well
as how they imagine usable authentication mechanisms in future
smart homes. On the other hand, we considered security experts’
perspectives on authentication for smart homes. In particular, we
conducted semi-structured interviews (N =20) with potential smart
home users using the story completion method and a focus group
with security experts (N =10). We found what kind of devices users
would choose and why, potential challenges regarding privacy and
security, and potential solutions. We discussed and verified these
with security experts. We derive and reflect on a set of design implications for usable authentication mechanisms for smart homes
and suggest directions for future research. Our work can assist designers and practitioners when implementing appropriate security
mechanisms for smart homes.

The “Internet of Things” (IoT) arrived in our homes. Smart home
devices come in different forms and with various features [27], serving purposes such as increasing comfort through home automation,
enabling sustainable energy consumption [18], or supporting users
in the household (e.g., cleaning robots or smart fridges).
Many of the aforementioned smart devices collect and provide
access to sensitive data. Vacuum-cleaning robots may collect a
floor-map of the house, smart meters monitoring water and energy
consumption can assess when users are at home, smart fridges
can place orders at the owner’s expense, and smart TVs can access
paid streaming accounts. As a result, there is a need to rethink
how to design such devices in a secure and privacy-preserving way.
In particular, means for authentication provided by such devices
are scarce [17] and/or limited in security and/or usability [5]. For
example, devices a) only require credentials once upon setup, b)
rely on additional devices such as the user’s smartphone as a proxy
or c) transfer desktop metaphors [10] and require users to employ
conventional authentication via unsuitable input modalities (e.g.,
passwords on a TV’s remote control).
To address this, the users’ perspective on security and privacy
needs to be better understood, with the ultimate goal of supporting
the design of usable authentication for smart homes. Obtaining such
knowledge is important in smart homes, since this environment
contains both, personal devices as well as devices shared by multiple
people. As a result, knowledge from devices that are exclusively
used by one person, such as smartphones, cannot easily be applied.
To close this gap, we conducted 20 interviews with users and nonusers of smart home devices, using the story completion method [6].
We chose this method, since it fosters users to think beyond state
of-the-art and imagine how smart devices may be used in the future.
The story covered: choice of certain devices, setup process, interaction with the device, authentication, and potential issues that might
arise by shared use with various roles (i.e., multiple users in shared
households, children, guests). We then applied thematic analysis.
Our approach is complemented by conducting a focus group with
security experts (N =10), where findings from the story completion
method were discussed and further factors influencing the design
of usable authentication for smart homes were identified.
Users and experts would design authentication mechanisms depending on the task for which devices are used, the data they are
protecting, and the frequency of using the to-be-protected device.
However, while users considered certain devices (e.g., cleaning
robots) less critical and would thus not employ authentication, security experts were more sensitive as to which threats are possible
and would employ authentication for here as well.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile devices;
• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy.
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INTRODUCTION
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Based on the obtained insights from users and security experts,
we discuss implications for the design of usable and secure authentication mechanisms for smart homes as well as directions for
further research. In particular, the devices’ modalities, access to
functionality and data, and users’ roles are of high relevance when
designing authentication. Our work is useful for researchers as well
as practitioners concerned with usable security in smart homes.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
2.1 Smart Devices and Shared Use
Smart devices come in various form factors [27] and can serve
different purposes in(smart) homes, including, but not limited to,
sustainable energy consumption or home automation (cf. [18] for
an overview). Hence, smart devices received considerable attention
from the HCI community, in particular regarding suitable interaction models (e.g., [15]), usage and adoption. Also privacy concerns
were subject to research [45, 47, 49] and some efforts have been
made to design appropriate privacy mechanisms [38, 43].
Moreover, shared use of smart home devices has been investigated. Prior work highlighted that guests, children and co-inhabitants
can use the device owner’s account without them knowing [9].
Multiple users, including children and elderly people, accessing
IoT devices may lead to challenges [2]. Prior results are based on a
literature survey rather than on a user-centric study, which motivated our work. Garg et al. highlighted challenges of shared use as
a results of their diary study, suggesting various levels of agency
for users of the same device [8]. Sung et al. also include multiple
users in their personalisation study for smart hoovers and propose
a stronger focus on multi-user access [37]. Multi-user scenarios
require suitable access control mechanisms [10, 46]. Ouaddah et al.
provide an overview of access control for the IoT [25].

2.2

Authentication in Smart Homes

While providing valuable new features, IoT devices are prone to
novel threats and attacks [48]. In the particular case of smart homes,
there are two major classes of attackers [10]: external and internal.
The latter have legitimate physical access to the smart home. At the
same time, smart home devices often provide limited affordances for
authentication and employ mechanisms adapted from smartphones
and desktops [10]. Hence, users’ experience of such mechanisms is
limited [4, 5]. Others provide no security mechanisms at all [17].
Research tried to tackle this challenge. On one hand, prior work
highlighted the need for authentication in smart homes and recommended authentication to be seamlessly integrated with devices [12]. Furthermore, as a home is – in contrast to online accounts – naturally shared, roles and relationships within the home
should be considered when designing authentication [10, 36]. The
general tension between home- vs device-centric authentication
mechanisms has been discussed by Prange et al. [27]. On the other
hand, few research proposed concrete solutions. An example virtual
touch sensing to identify users by how they “pet” IoT devices [16].
Other examples include the use of biometrics (e.g., gait-based authentication [21]), analysing network traffic [24] or device-free
authentication using WiFi signals to capture users’ daily life activities [31]. Shah et al. provide an overview of novel authentication
mechanisms for ubiquitous devices [30] not specific to smart homes.
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2.3

Summary

In summary, authentication mechanisms commonly known from
personal devices (e.g., smartphones) cannot easily be adapted for
smart devices. On one hand, smart devices often do not provide
the required input modalities (e.g., a touch screen or fingerprint
sensor). On the other hand, authentication mechanisms need to
blend with how sensitive the protected data is as well as with the
way in which users interact with the device. In particular, for frequent use, time-consuming authentication mechanisms (e.g., taking
out the smartphone and launching an associated app) lead to a
significant authentication overhead. Knowledge-based mechanisms
(i.e. mechanisms such as PINs or passwords that require people to
remember a secret) further exacerbate the problem of people having to remember more passwords than they possibly can. Finally,
in shared household scenarios, sharing the authentication secret
might be desirable in some, but not in other cases. To address the
aforementioned challenges, we explore how future authentication
mechanisms for smart homes can be designed to be usable as well
as secure. In particular, we investigated which mechanisms endusers would imagine usable in a smart home (study I, Section 3) and
assessed security in a subsequent expert focus group (Section 4).

3

STUDY I: STORY COMPLETION

To understand the requirements for future smart device’s privacy
and security mechanisms, we set out to capture users’ opinion
and desires with regard to smart home interactions. In particular,
we chose to conduct a story completion study [6]. This method
provides participants the beginning of a story and then asks them
to complete it as to their imagination.
Our choice was motivated by two factors: Firstly, we wanted
users to imagine future scenarios without being limited by state-ofthe-art smart devices. Secondly, although the smart device market
is continuously growing, it has not penetrated all households yet
[29], hence allowing us to include both, users and non-users.
We extended the original methodology by Clarke et al. [6] to allow shifting the focus towards potential problems and issues related
to privacy and security, and in particular authentication. Similar
to the original method, participants were given the start of a story.
However, in our design, we guided users’ stories in the further
course of the interview by suggesting pre-defined story changes.
Later parts of the story were based on the device participants chose
in the beginning. Changes were introduced in the same order to
all participants to form a consistent storyline (see Section 3.2 for
details). We wanted to immerse all participants in the scenario, device choice, and functionality before thinking about authentication
and potential problems. Note that this study particularly focused
on mechanisms that are usable as imagined by participants. As for
the security perspective, we conducted a focus group with security
experts (see Section 4).

3.1

Motivation for Stories

The motivation for our stories is two-fold. On one hand, current
smart home systems rarely provide security mechanisms (such
as, e.g., access control) [17], but are at the same time prone to
new threats [48] from within or outside the smart home [10]. If
existing, security mechanisms for smart devices are of limited user
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experience [4, 5]. Hence, our stories not only cover device choice
(part A), but also (imagined) functionality and usability (part B), and
authentication mechanisms (part C). On the other hand, challenges
arise from shared device scenarios within households (cf. [8, 9])
with a potential for inside attacks [10] (part D). In particular, we
cover the following roles: shared use within a relationship [8, 46]
(D1), and visitors [1, 19, 44], including children [20, 40, 46] (D2-3).

3.2

Stories

We created a scenario around Lara and Tim, a couple who recently
moved together in their house and is interested in buying a smart
home device (cf. Appendix A for full interview guide). The interviewees had to complete the story. To focus the story towards
challenges of shared use and authentication, we implemented structured changes. We describe those changes below.
A. Choice First, participants needed to decide on a specific smart
device, motivate their decision as well as describe expectations and potential use cases. We intentionally left this choice
to the participants to help them immerse in the story. The
following parts are based on this device.
B. Functionality & Usability After they ordered and received
their smart device, they needed to describe how they setup
the device in their home infrastructure. This included the
setup process, functionality, and interaction modalities. We
wanted to understand if participants see setting up an authentication process as part of the initial setup (as it is the
case, e.g., for mobile devices).
C. Authentication Mechanisms As smart devices may collect
and store personal data, they should describe a suitable authentication mechanism for the device, considering how
frequently it would be used. This part of the story should
encourage participants to brainstorm concrete mechanisms.
D. Shared Use Prior work identified varying types of users that
share smart home devices, including spouse, children and
friends [8]. Based on their results, we included D1-D3 to
provoke stories with specific types of users to understand
whether authentication mechanisms differ depending on
types of users sharing the device.
D.1. Couple Problems may arise within the household, as Lara
and Tim share the smart device. We asked participants to
come up with such problems that are a result of sharing, and
to also include potential solutions.
D.2. Children As children (Lara’s nieces/nephews) visit their home,
Tim gets worried as IoT devices pose a privacy risk for children [20, 40] and consequences from children playing with
devices are unknown. The story should comprise negative
aspects and countermeasures.
D.3. Worried Guest A very privacy concerned friend is visiting
Lara and Tim. They want to convince their friend about
their smart device and, thus, their home still being secure
and privacy-preserving (e.g., from surveillance).
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given a short introduction to the topic of the interview and information on our research and data collection. Independent of their
prior knowledge, this included a description of the setup and a
list of possible smart devices. They were then asked to sign a consent form. Next, they were introduced to the concept of the story
completion exercise. For the main part of the study, participants
were given the beginning of Lara’s and Tim’s story and asked to
complete it. The rest of the interview was structured according to
the story changes described in the previous section. After the story
completion exercise, we gave participants the opportunity to give
feedback or ask questions. We audio recorded all sessions.

3.4

3.5

Recruiting & Procedure

Participants were recruited and interviewed in a public park close to
the local university and compensated with one free, non-alcoholic
drink. After agreeing to take part in the study, participants were

Limitations

The study was completed among students in Germany, with the
majority being below 30 years old. Results may thus only apply to
a similar target group. However, smart home technology is popular
among this age group in Germany [35]. Also, our sample size is
limited (N = 20). Note, however, that only little new information is
gained beyond 20 participants [22].
Participants may have been influenced by experiences with smart
devices. However, we believe this to be a minor limitation, as (a)
there were only five participants who already owned a smart device, and (b) we did not notice any differences in stories between
users and non-users. Changes to the story were based on hypothetical situations users might encounter. We ordered the changes
based on how we expected them to naturally occur (e.g., purchasing
the device, setting it up, choosing an authentication mechanism,
shared use). Generally, shared use could occur before setting up
authentication. We acknowledge that we did not consider this case.
Finally, experimenter bias is a known limitation for qualitative
studies. As such, there may be alternative themes or names that
may be given to certain sections. However, we believe that this
would not influence the resulting design considerations.

3.6

Ethical Considerations

With our study, we made sure to follow all guidelines provided by
our institution(s) and all national data protection regulations. In
particular, we limited the collection of personal data to a minimum.
All data was assigned to a pseudonym chosen by the participants.

3.7
3.3

Participants

We recruited 20 participants. The majority (15) was between 20
and 29 years old (2 below, 3 above this age), 9 identified as female
(others as male), mainly students (11) or employees (6). Five had at
least one smart home device. Out of those, all had a smart TV, 2 had
an Amazon Alexa, 1 a Sonos music system and 1 a smart thermostat.
We did not count smartphones, although they were mentioned by
two participants. On a 5-point Likert scale (1=do not agree at all;
5=strongly agree), participants perceived their technical affinity as
rather high (Mean=4.6, SD=0.6).

Data Analysis

We conducted 20 interviews with an average length of 20 minutes.
One participant data was excluded due to technical issues with
the audio file. We transcribed all other interviews. Results were
analysed through thematic analysis [3] by two experimenters.
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Firstly, we independently went through half of the dataset each.
Secondly, we merged our codes and iteratively found sub themes.
We went through each story part (A-D) and analysed top-level aspects as directly derived from our interviews. This includes which
A choice participants made (Appliances) and why (Reasons), B how
they imagine the device in terms of Functionality, Setup and Interaction Modalities, and which C Authentication Mechanism they would
imagine. We further looked into which Problems & Concerns may
arise from D Shared Use depending on type of user, namely, D.1
couples, D.2 children, and D.3 guests, including potential Solutions.
Sub level themes resulted from our iterative analysis. We found
and included Attacks & Threats as an additional top level theme,
as participants voiced those without our guidance. To provide a
descriptive overview of our data, we give counts for device choice
and authentication mechanisms. Appendix C shows the full list
of codes. Quotes were translated from the original language. We
cite participants (P) with their self-chosen ID. We explicitly mark
quotes of device owners with, e.g., P27owner .

3.8

Results

3.8.1 Appliances & Reasons (A). Participants mentioned various
devices. Most popular were household devices (21 mentions; including vacuum cleaning robots, fridges washing machines, coffee
machines, dish washers, heaters, lights), followed by entertainment
(7; including smart voice assistants and TV), and security (3; front
door camera and door lock). Some also included multiple devices.
Note that only one of the current smart home users chose the device
they already have (smart voice assistant, P19owner ) for their story.
Participants described reasons for purchasing a particular smart
device mainly with increased comfort. They mentioned priority and
frequency of use, societal benefits and control over their home to
motivate their device choice. The aim of this part was to immerse
participants in the story rather than to explore actual appliances
and reasons. Hence, we will not include them in the later discussion.
However, they are included in our results. Overall, these confirm
prior work that explored reasons for smart home usage [11].
3.8.2 Functionality, Setup & Interaction (B). To further immerse
participants in the story, we asked them to describe (desired) functionality and interaction modalities. With this part, our aim was
to provoke thoughts around the device, its access to data, and a
potential need for authentication, including available modalities.
Functionality. Many household devices should take over usual
tasks, including, but not limited to, ordering groceries (P33, P80),
manage shopping lists (P33), or vacuum cleaning (P42, P71). P36
would have liked if their hoover plays music to drown out the
cleaning noise. P71 would have wished for an “allround” hoover,
including indoor (vacuum cleaning) and outdoor (lawn mowing)
use, playing music, being waterproof and pre-programmable.
Interaction Modalities. For the respective devices, stories included
multiple interaction modalities, mainly via voice and touch input,
but also using companion apps on smartphones, and others. Note,
that some participants did not include a concrete modality, and
some also mentioned multiple interaction modalities for one device
(e.g., a display at the device as well as a companion app, P80). While
voice was most prominent, P5 explicitly mentioned that it might
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Authentication Mechanisms
Biometrics

Token
Knowledge
Other
Modalities

fingerprint
face scan
voice (commands, recognition)
other (iris, hand)
proximity of smartphone
PIN

11
6
6
2
1
3
5

at the device itself
via an app / the smartphone
at an additional device

11
7
4

Table 1: Overview of authentication mechanisms participants mentioned in their stories.

be challenging for food orders. P53 and P80 involved an additional
smart assistant as proxy for interaction. P26 described a (limited) list
of voice commands for their smart device to hang up in a prominent
shared place like the kitchen. P42 and P71 mentioned no interaction,
as the device is acting autonomously. P71 further mentioned “indirect” interaction, i.e. “close the doors of rooms which it [the vacuum
cleaner robot] should not enter”. Interaction modalities being (not)
available may have a strong impact on the design of authentication.
Setup. Necessary steps for the initial setup, as described by participants, included the connection of the smart device to both, the
Internet and/or other devices within the home. While some participants would simply “plug and play”, others would read the manual
first. Regarding authentication, participants mentioned that it might
be necessary to enter credentials (P69, P80), login on the device via
a second factor (i.e., downloading a code and entering it on the device, P14) or authenticate the new device automatically, depending
on other devices within the home (P19owner , P21).
3.8.3 Authentication Mechanisms (C). We asked participants to add
an authentication mechanism to protect personal data as collected
or being accessed by their chosen device from illegitimate access.
Some participants mentioned multiple authentication mechanisms per device. We considered the final mention (cf. Table 1).
Participants mainly referred to biometric mechanisms. They
appreciated that such mechanisms would be easy and convenient
to use (e.g., “you just need to approach the device and it recognises
you [via face recognition]”, P24). Other mechanisms included twofactor authentication (by sending a code to the smartphone, P21)
or encryption of the collected data using a public/private key pair
(P42). P42 would also deactivate the Internet connection completely
when a device is not in use rather than employing authentication.
Many participants would use the smartphone as a proxy for authentication, or another additional device such as a remote control
for smart TVs (P27owner ) or a voice assistant (P69, cf. Table 1, Modalities). At the same time, P39owner states that “a vacuum cleaning
robot may anyways not be that privacy relevant” and using an app
(incl. the phone’s unlock mechanism) may be enough protection.
We found differences in when and how often participants would
authenticate. Examples include once upon setup; unlocking when
entering the home (e.g., “Maybe it’s only when they enter their flat. As
soon as they touch the door handle, the whole household is unlocked as
it is by then clear that it’s the legitimate owner.” , P53) or per use (e.g.,
prevent children / party guest from ordering food via the smart
fridge, P1).
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Furthermore, some participants raised challenges with potential
authentication mechanisms without being explicitly asked for it.
Examples include technical limitations, such as fingerprints not
working (“It [fingerprint authentication at the smart fridge] is unpractical if the fingers are wet during cooking.”, P1), thus preferring
another mechanism (face scan in the case of P1), and unwillingness
to share biometric (i.e., fingerprint) data with the device provider
(P22). P39owner mentioned face recognition would need to work
with multiple faces in a shared household scenario (whereas FaceID
on their phone can only store one face, P39owner ). Furthermore,
in family-shared scenarios, voices and faces are similar by default,
which may lead to false positives. Another challenge is authentication at doors of smart homes. Memorable passcodes may be too
easy to guess for potential attackers (e.g., family member names)
and voice recognition too unstable (e.g., when user is hoarse) or
too easy to mimic (compared to, e.g., fingerprint, P27owner ).
3.8.4 Problems & Concerns of Shared Use (D). Although some problems were user type specific, the majority can be applied to all.
Hence, we mainly focused our analysis on overarching themes of
problems and concerns that directly or indirectly open a need for
suitable authentication mechanisms and are thus included in our
design implications (e.g., the presence of multiple users and/or bystanders, cf. Section 5.3 or the frequency of usage and related issues,
cf. Section 5.2).
Users & Bystanders. Some problems involved only one user and
the smart device. As an example, P19owner and P5 mentioned possible “response delays” that they might find annoying. The second, more prominent problem group included bystanders (e.g., children/visitors). Shared use was problematic, as it involved shared
data access (e.g., ‘The partner can see when lots of meat is ordered,
although they decided to be vegan together.”, P24) and changing settings (“Users with similar voices might accidentally change settings.”,
P69). Similar concerns were voiced by P19owner and P22, who said
that not differentiating users over time leads to annoyance.
Several problems with children were identified: Firstly, children
could “break” (P22) something, “lock access” (P21) or “order too
much [online]” (P1). However, the more severe consequence of misuse was possible physical harm (e.g., “Kids are only a problem when
the smart device is something that can hurt someone, e.g. windows
that can break, jalousies that fall on someones head, etc.”, P24).
Furthermore, visitors might not like (P5) or not agree to the use of
smart devices (P5, P19owner ). P19owner specifically asked whether
“co-located people gave consent?” when asked about how they would
interact with smart devices and P1 asked “who is responsible for
creating trust [towards the device]".
Responsibilities & Ownership. As our story protagonists will
share the smart device by default, participants mentioned issues
regarding responsibilities and ownership. As an example, participants mentioned that preferences of users may interfere, leading
to annoyance of users, but also to unclear settings of the device
(P19owner , P22, P33, and P39owner ). Furthermore, in case of the device being able to place orders, double purchases may occur (P80),
leading to monetary loss. Especially for such cases, permissions
seem to be unclear, e.g. “Who is allowed to do what? Can Lara use
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Tim’s PayPal account?” (P42). From a technology perspective, sharing devices oftentimes means to manage multiple user accounts.
Some participants mentioned this might be limited, e.g., a smart
coffee machine may not be able to store enough profiles (P53).
Frequency. Problems, as illustrated in our stories, may occur at
various frequencies. While problems from sharing the device with
other inhabitants may occur daily, problems with guests and visitors may only emerge occasionally. Another factor might be the
frequency of interaction. If interaction (e.g., based on voice commands) fails during a frequent task (e.g., cooking), it might be more
annoying than on rare tasks.
Frequency also had a subjective component. P71 perceived “changing of the Roomba bin bag” to be a frequent problem, as it was “tedious and fault prone”. Another comment describing a maintenance
problem was the “management and extension of [data] storage/space”
(P14). Participants had different opinions as to how this should be
handled. P22 suggested data should “stay on the local device” until
the owner decides what to store “on the internet on a monthly basis",
whereas P14 suggested this needs to be done when “the storage is
full”. For a smart fridge, P23owner expected to be informed “every
time my girlfriend orders tons of vegan food”.
3.8.5 Attacks & Threats. Although we focused the story line mainly
around usability aspects, we found participants specifically raising concerns regarding potential threats and attacks, coming from
within or outside the smart home [10]. As threats are an important
aspect to consider for the design of authentication mechanisms, we
included this additional theme.
Inside. Potential “attackers” might appear inside the smart home
in several ways. Mimicry attacks [14] might occur in such a way
that children could impersonate their parents (i.e., actively try to
trick a voice recognition system) (P27owner ). However, similarity
might also lead to an unintended threat, as relatives sound similar to each other by nature (i.e., confusing the voice recognition
without intention). As a consequence, children might get access
to improper content (P5, P27owner ) or place undesired food orders
(P1). Furthermore, users might want to prevent (potentially drunk)
party guests from ordering food (P1) or changing settings of smart
devices. Finally, a feeling of surveillance (P36) or fear of dependence
on technology (“life not possible without a smart home”, P27owner )
are potential threats within smart homes.
Outside. Attacks might also come from outside the smart home.
While this may occur in the form of physical attacks (i.e., burglary,
P71), others may also be purely digital / cyber-based. Types of
attacks participants mentioned ranged from hacking (P36, P42),
via (undesired) permanent video recording and transfer from unexpected devices (e.g., from a webcam in the smart TV, P36) to
complete surveillance (P27owner ). For these types of attacks, consequences are severe, as somebody with illegitimate access “could
control my whole house” (P36). P42 further stated that “bad guys
make it public on the Internet that and how it is possible”, which may
foster further outside attacks on smart homes.
Misconceptions. On one hand, we found participants describing
security measures on smart devices as unnecessary, as a hoover
might not be privacy invasive (P39owner ). However, we consider
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such data indeed protect-worthy as, for example, recent data leakage of such vacuum cleaning robots mapping home’s floor plans
shows1 . On the other hand, we found overly sceptical participants
who would disconnect devices from the internet completely (P42,
P66) or even put them in the freezer to stop tracking (P71).
3.8.6 Solutions. Participant suggested various solutions when facing problems (cf. story part D) or, more precisely, threats (cf. previous section). We grouped them into two categories which we
describe below.
Empowerment through the Technology. In some stories, improving technology resolved the threat or gave users more power to
avoid it before it happened. P14 suggested that smart devices should
automatically log users off if they have not used it for a while. P21
described a “kids sensor” to disable access for children. Participants
had great expectations towards the device, considering its “smartness” (e.g., “device sends alarm [when faced with a threat]”, P36). An
extension of internal storage (P14) or improved voice recognition
(P69) could solve some of the problems. Participants were expecting
the smart device to automatically detect and deal with a possible
threat or problem.
Empowerment through the User. Users also provided solutions
such as unplugging the device (P27) and even putting it in the
freezer (“In the freezer it cannot harm anyone [..] I would not be able
to get unwanted spam if it is in the freezer”, P71) to stop privacy
invasion. Having rooms that are free of smart devices and, hence,
“safe” (P23owner ) was another alternative. In P23owner ’s story, the
male protagonist was able to “see the girlfriend’s orders” and had
the “power” to make changes to it. Having access to data and being
able to edit and delete it, seemed to be linked to a sense of power
over the device (and its users). A recurring theme was education –
for oneself but also for guests (e.g., “Getting a live demonstration of
how easily something is hacked would help me understand how to be
more secure in interacting with a smart device.”, P42 and “[...] guests
should be educated about what data is being stored and captured. Of
course this is a difficult conversation but if you explain it carefully
and with facts, they will listen to it [...].”, P39owner ).

3.9

Summary

Participants mainly chose known devices for known purposes (cf.,
e.g., [18] for an overview). However, we used this part of the story
(A-B) to immerse participants in the scenario and to be able to focus
on authentication mechanisms that are specific to smart home
devices rather than to ubiquitous devices in general.
Independent of whether participants owned a smart home device
or not, they mentioned authentication mechanisms and problems
equally. Notably, device owners mentioned aspects not specific
to their devices. For instance, P19owner mentioned the device they
already have (smart voice assistant), but elaborated the story beyond
what is currently common for it (i.e., the users’ phone as token for
authentication). Other device owners mentioned different devices
in their stories, e.g. P27owner owns a smart TV, but mentioned a
smart voice assistant and voice based authentication in their story.
1 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/25/technology/roomba-irobot-data-

privacy.html, last accessed June 3, 2021
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To summarise, all stories of all participants raised aspects that
open a need for authentication, e.g. the potential for attacks from
within the smart home [10]. Examples from prior work include
children who are misusing the smart home for their gain [8] and
smart lights that left shared users in the dark when the owner
left the house [9]. To respond to issues of shared use, participants
mentioned the need to create multiple profiles. This would empower
them to give rights to specific groups of users and educate them
about their profile. Geeng and Roesner [9] discuss this in the context
of “relationships” between the owner and the user, implying that
the person who buys and installs it might not necessarily be the
user, again opening a need for authentication.
Finally, access control [10, 25, 39] and shared use [8] have been
subject to prior work. However, we specifically focused on users’
perspective of potential problems and threats that may occur in
the smart home and, in consequence, impact the design of suitable
authentication mechanisms. In contrast to prior work, we also assessed these findings from a security perspective in a focus group.
In particular, our findings from users’ stories informed the questions we discussed with the focus group experts (e.g., potential
threats in smart homes and authentication mechanisms for particular devices).

4

STUDY II: EXPERT FOCUS GROUP

We conducted a focus group (N = 10) to assess our findings from
a security experts’ perspective. We chose this method to encourage discussions among participants with various competencies in
the field of IT/usable security. Experts were recruited among PhD
students (N = 7), post-docs (N = 2), and professors (N = 1) from a
research institute on cyber security, with which two of the authors
are affiliated. Participants were experts in different sub fields of IT
security, including network security, software security, as well as
usable security. The purpose of the focus group was twofold: (1)
we were interested in how the views’ of end users and security
experts match, to validate our findings; (2) we complemented our
initial investigation with further insights that ultimately shaped
our design implications presented in the following.

4.1

Procedure

The session took one hour. After explaining the purpose of the
focus group, we presented insights from the story completion exercise and discussed these. Discussions were complemented with
a brainstorming about solutions to aspects identified in the first
study. The focus group evolved around the following topics: threats,
threat recognition, awareness of data tracking, sensitivity of data
collected by smart devices, and suitable authentication mechanisms
for particular devices (cf. Appendix B for details).

4.2

Results

We now summarise the results from our focus group. We cite experts
(E) with randomly assigned IDs (range 1-10).
4.2.1 Attacks & Threats. Experts discussed potential attacks and
threats emerging from smart devices.
Physical Harm. Analogous attacks may potentially be transferred
to or be supported by smart devices, resulting in physical attacks
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on the home, or even cause physical harm to the user. Examples
included eavesdropping sensitive information (manually or supported by, e.g., a smart speaker), burglary, lock out scenarios, fire
(via, e.g., a smart oven), or creating strobe effects by turning lights
on and off at high frequency, which might cause seizures.

Data Access & Privacy. Further potential attacks on users and
their smart homes included privacy breaches and surveillance issues.
Interestingly, experts not only saw guests’ privacy at risk (as we
discussed previously for our stories in study I), but also the owner’s
privacy in case a visitor comes to the owner’s home with tracking
technologies.
4.2.2 Automatic Threat Recognition. For some threats, the security
experts found solutions that detected threats automatically. Experts
suggested that usage pattern may be used to detect a) intrusion or
b) harmful behaviour of the smart system. These kind of “survey
systems” (E3) need to be independent to the main smart device.
4.2.3 Increase Awareness of Data Tracking. To increase the awareness of data being tracked, experts suggested visualisations [26]
(e.g., AR based), and notifications (e.g., on the user’s smartphone
or smart watch). A further suggestion for awareness of Alexa currently tracking was to explicitly ask her “Do you still hear me?”. All
experts agreed that it is the law makers’ responsibility to enforce
means to increase tracking awareness, such as, e.g., physical signs
(cf. signs in areas under video surveillance according to national
data protection regulations). For smart devices, this may also mean
to propose regulations to limit the reach of tracking. For example,
E2 said “if users knew that microphones on smart devices were limited
to track within 2 metres, they may not need visualisations or notifications every time they face a new smart device". Another suggestion
was to let users “see or hear what the system tracks” (E4). E3 highlighted that it might be of interest to distinguish devices being on vs
recording. Finally, the consensus was that the system should adapt
to the user’s perception of privacy rather than the other way round.
Thus, the system should recognise users’ (dis)comfort regarding
data tracking and sharing rather than the user hiding from certain
devices or taking extreme measures such as putting it in the freezer
to have a private moment.
4.2.4 Authentication Mechanisms. Finally, to investigate the need
for varying authentication mechanisms and to brainstorm their conceptualisation, we discussed concrete device types, namely smart
hoovers, fridges, lights and voice assistants, which are among the
most mentioned from study I. Most (N = 5) experts considered
voice assistants most critical (i.e., highly protect-worthy), followed
by lights and the fridge. Two experts emphasised that it depends on
the specific device’s capabilities rather than general device types.

Setup Process
Story B
Main Task
Story D
User(s)
Story D

Input

Modalities
Story B

home-centric
via an app / the smartphone
at an additional device
once upon setup

Timing

Network & System Attacks. A single smart device may serve as
a “jumping point” for other devices. Hackers may further attack
the home via DDoS (distributed denial of service) attacks or read
sensitive data from network traffic (e.g., if the user is at home).
The experts further questioned how the system might react in case
of unforeseen events (e.g., guests present in the home). Devices
might get “out of control”. Adversarial attacks were mentioned in
case access to the device includes machine learning (such as face
recognition).

device-centric
at the device itself

Sharing

Usability Considerations

Devices
Story A

Range

Design Space

when entering home
per use
before | during | after
do (not) share secrets
do (not) provide multiple logins
do (not) provide visitor modes

Figure 1: Usability considerations as derived from our story
completion interviews (story parts A, B, and D) informing
the design of authentication mechanisms for smart homes.
Experts further suggested concrete mechanisms for smart fridges,
coffee machines and voice assistants, considering that the authentication secret might (not) be shared with other (adult) members of
the household, children, or guests. Examples included biometric (E5)
or continuous (E10) authentication, further mechanisms such as
rights or access management (e.g., main owner ultimately approves
orders via the smart fridge), and multi-factor authentication.

5

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

Based on the findings from our two studies, i.e. the users’ and
security experts’ perspective, we now discuss and summarise the
implications for the design of usable authentication for smart homes.
Note that, while participants’ stories and experts’ suggestions evolved
around concrete mechanisms for concrete devices, we base the following implications on overarching themes that emerged from our
analysis. We hope these to be useful for researchers and practitioners when it comes to a) implementing novel authentication
mechanisms for smart homes and b) evaluating the suitability of
existing mechanisms for smart homes.
From a usability perspective, we suggest to consider the (potentially multiple) device(s) and respective modalities, the user’s
current main task, as well as the involved user(s) (Figure 1 provides
an overview). Moreover, users’ preferences and technical capabilities
should be considered. Further security factors are the (potentially
sensitive) data as well as potential attackers and threats (cf. Figure 2
for an overview).

5.1

Range & Input

Participants described various smart devices in their stories. Those
come with various built-in interaction modalities. While this opens
opportunities for novel authentication techniques (based on, e.g.,
voice), it is also limiting the feasibility of conventional authentication on novel smart home devices. As an example, P42 described
that they would like to have the possibility to enter passwords
on their hoover, hence added a keyboard to the imaginary device
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within their story. P26 described an additional touch pad, which
allows for biometric authentication and adjustment of the hoover’s
settings. This opens two main directions for the design of authentication mechanisms for smart devices. On one hand, the feasibility
of relying on the device’s modalities for the user to employ (explicit
or implicit) authentication could be further explored. On the other
hand, it might be even better to involve a second (third, fourth, ...)
device for authentication as many participants mentioned the smartphone as additional device or proxy for the authentication. Another
approach could be to not employ device-centric, but home-centric
authentication as described in prior work [27].

5.2

Timing

Participants’ stories indicated that they would authenticate at different times. Some participants indicated that they would authenticate
once upon setting up the device. Another opportunity was to authenticate when entering home – i.e., if the legitimate user arrives,
the smart home would be unlocked.
We also found several tasks during which participants would use
(and hence, potentially need to authenticate with) smart devices.
A common, “problematic” scenario was cooking as hands may be
occupied or dirty, hence limiting interaction possibilities (e.g., P1).
Authentication always is a secondary task. Especially in home
scenarios, users want to benefit from the comfort and features of
smart devices and focus on their main task rather than on security.
This opens several directions for the design of authentication
mechanisms. Authentication could, e.g., be employed before an
actual task. P53 suggests authentication when entering home (i.e.,
at the door handle). Other possibilities could include authentication
when entering certain rooms (e.g., the kitchen) or explicitly before
starting a task (e.g., cooking). Such approaches align with the way
in which authentication is currently implemented for smartphones
or desktop computers, i.e. users authenticate once and then get full
access to all features and data.
For authentication during a task, limited interaction and cognitive resources of users need to be considered. Continuous authentication mechanisms (E10) open a chance to authenticate users unobtrusively and effortless, e.g, based on users’ physiological and/or
behavioural features (e.g., voice, gait) while interacting with their
smart devices. Finally, it might also be necessary to authenticate
only after a task. As an example, authentication could be employed
at the end of the actual food ordering process at a smart fridge to
prevent children or party guests from ordering.
Furthermore, the frequency of using a device and related concerns appeared in participants’ stories. Especially if a device is being
used frequently, authentication overhead should be reduced by, e.g.,
employing implicit mechanisms that only occasionally require explicit approval by users.

5.3

Sharing

Smart home devices are likely to be shared between household inhabitants. As discussed within our stories, problems may arise from
sharing the device. This, on one hand, opens a need for managing
authentication by multiple legitimate users, who may have varying
permissions. As an example, users might want to actively share
the authentication secret to, e.g., let guests control the music or
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subtenants to control the heating. However, these types of users
should have limited permissions (e.g., only short-term changes of
settings). On the other hand, certain user groups could be restricted
from access to, e.g., let children not use the smart oven without
supervision. Regarding the device’s setup, some participants would
login to the smart device as a first step. At the same time, they were
struggling with the complexity of the overall setup process (P22)
and wished for it be as intuitive as possible (P53). Thus, authentication could be made a mandatory part of the initial setup process.
However, contrary to smartphones, this process also needs to consider multiple users by default while balancing the complexity of
the overall setup.

5.4

Authentication Factors

There is three main authentication factors: knowledge, token, or
biometric [23]. Users in our stories mainly wished for biometric
mechanisms, as they found it intuitive and easy to use. Among
those, fingerprint scans were especially popular, as well-known
from current smartphones. However, not every device carries the
capability to scan and process fingerprints or other biometric data
itself. In such cases, the smartphone could serve as a workaround
and handle biometric authentication – this however requires users
to switch to an additional device. Another option is to leverage
device capabilities for a suitable authentication mechanism (e.g.,
using a smart devices’ input modalities to enter a secret). Apart
from biometric authentication, experts suggested continuous (i.e.,
implicit) mechanisms as another option. These are effortless for
users as they can run in the background and do not require users
to remember a secret at all. Illegitimate users such as visitors can
be locked out once detected.

5.5

Data

We found various (personal) data as being accessed by smart devices.
Additionally, we found misconceptions in participants’ stories with
regards to what data devices have access to and how privacy sensitive this data is. Sensitive data is also collected where unexpected
(e.g., floor plans mapped by vacuum cleaner robots). Consequences
of illegitimate access and data leakages can be severe (e.g., “control
my whole house”, P36 and attackers potentially changing access
credentials to lockout the main user, E10). For the design of authentication mechanisms, we propose to consider the sensitivity of the
involved data. This may have an impact on the acceptable effort
for authentication, but also on the choice of authentication with
regards to security. As an example, the desired security level for
devices capable of placing orders might be higher as for devices
that control lights.

5.6

Attacks & Threats

Independent of the type of threat, users want the smart device
to recognise a threat and deal with it (e.g., “It [the smart device]
logs all users and recognises them, so it should know when there is
a threat [guest, child, unwanted user].”, P5). We assume that this
expectation is grounded in two factors: Firstly, there is more space
available to add additional hardware (e.g. sensors). Compared to
a smartphone that is limited by its affordance to be handheld, a
smart home device may be larger. Secondly, participants are aware

Design Space

also be at a particular room which is considered sensitive (e.g., the
bedroom), or at a particular device or device setup, such as the
TV or home movie kit. Secondly, against whom do we actually
authenticate? While this is clear for a single platform (e.g., a video
streaming platform), it is rather unclear in the complex ecosystem
of smart homes. As an example, a smart TV might have access to
various video streaming providers, each of which requires users to
provide credentials to access paid content. A smart fridge might
be able to place orders at various grocery stores. A smart hub does
not only have access to devices within the home, but also to the
manufacturers’ service(s). Future work should investigate how this
labyrinth of data and services can be protected, but at the same
time made accessible to users without generating an authentication
overload.
Lastly, a more extreme approach is to not provide any conventional authentication at all, but rather assume that users with physical access to smart devices have access to basic functionality such
as, e.g., turning on lights [46]. This approach however reaches its
limits as soon as an illegitimate individual gets physical access
to the home, be it, e.g., an attacker or an initially legitimate user
(e.g., a room mate who moved out). An interesting question for
future work is how a decision about “basic” (accessible without
any authentication) and “advanced” functionality can be made, and
how this can be implemented. Also, how can users be supported in
setting this up and maintaining this? Furthermore, in line with our
experts, how should such a system react if an intrusion is detected?

Users‘ Preferences
Story C
Device Capabilities
Experts
Data
Experts
Attackers & Threats
Experts

Factors
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explicit
Knowlegde | Token | Biometric
implicit
Biometric
desired security level
automatic threat recognition

Figure 2: Security considerations as derived from our story
completion interviews (part C) and expert focus group informing the design of smart homes authentication mechanisms.
that the device tracks a lot of different kinds of data. Although they
did not voice this explicitly, they mentioned various types of data
that was captured and expected it to be used to personalise and
automate household activities.
An alternative approach could let an additional system track
usage patterns to double check whether a particular smart device
is being externally manipulated or whether the user’s behavioural
patterns match the ones of legitimate owners, as previous work
shows that such patterns can identify users [42].

6

DISCUSSION & FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS
6.1 Reflections on Methodology
Using the story completion method, we assessed users’ choice of
authentication mechanisms that they consider usable. We argue
that this is in line with authentication setup procedures on, e.g.
smartphones, where the assessment of security is not in users’
hands: users can chose from a number of secure mechanisms as
suggested by the provider.
After all, our aim was not to create a comprehensive list of design
considerations, but rather explore themes that are valuable from a
user’s and a security expert’s perspective. These could be validated
and further extended by iteratively developing specific prototypes
that were designed based on our considerations, and testing those
in-the-wild, i.e. in users’ homes. Note that design options still need
to be carefully chosen per case and that the same considerations
may lead to the design of various mechanisms. Future work could
investigate their design, potential implementations, usability and
security, including authentication for specific devices as well as for
smart homes as whole. Lastly, another focus group with experts
from not only academia, but also professionals might lead to further
valuable insights.

6.2

Authentication in Smart Homes

Apart from the actual design and implementation, authentication
in the home raises further interesting questions. Firstly, when and
where within our (smart) homes do we authenticate? It starts when
entering home by unlocking the door, as suggested by P53. It could

6.3

Devices’ Roles in Private Households

Our data suggests that users’ perception of privacy and security
varies depending on the type of device. Participants presumed devices that do mundane tasks (e.g., an automated hoover) to be less
of a threat – with regards to amount of tracked data and possible
harm that can be done with it – than an intelligent fridge, which is
capable of ordering groceries and knows the food plan. In American households, mundane chores are often times outsourced to a
cleaning help [41]. It can be presumed that these type of bystanders
have a key to homes and access to varying degrees of private data.
Similarly, someone who organises the fridge in a private household
is a family member, who also has access to private data. We argue
that these preconceptions about which smart device is more or
less of a threat is based on who (guests vs. parents vs. kids) users
associate with that task and the perception they have of what private data that person knows – rather than the actual data that the
smart device tracks. There is an opportunity to benefit from such a
misconception by assigning roles to smart devices. Future work may
explore, whether such a system supports users in understanding
how much data is being saved and how it affects their privacy.

6.4

Further Security & Privacy Mechanisms

While we focused our stories around authentication, other mechanisms might further help to preserve users’ privacy, increase security and manage responsibilities in shared scenarios in future smart
homes. As an example, it oftentimes seems to be unclear who is
the main owner of the smart device in shared households and, thus,
who is responsible for final (e.g., purchase) decisions and settings.
We describe possible mechanisms below.
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6.4.1 Manage Access. Users want to be able to access their data,
decide what to share and understand how their decisions affect the
interaction with their smart device. There is a need for transparency
on data handling, as suggested by prior work [7]. Making this more
transparent also supports users’ need to educate guests and minors
who did not agree to be tracked. We question whether it is indeed
the device owner’s responsibility to get agreement from guests. For
public surveillance systems, it is the device owners’ responsibility
to indicate how and where passers by are being tracked. However,
public spaces have a different notion of trust and privacy compared
to private households. The latter suggests a more trustworthy atmosphere and thus also more privacy [13, 33], which makes consent
for being tracked a necessity in order to avoid being “creeped out”
[32]. Moreover, prior work shows that privacy concerns generally
exist in smart homes [45, 47, 49] and willingness to share sensitive
data is limited [28]. Smart home usage can reveal personal health
data (e.g. content of the fridge, time spent in front of the smart TV
vs. on a smart training device), which might fit the quantified self
movement, but not suit users’ desires for privacy. To our knowledge,
prior work has not investigated where users see the break even (if
it exists) between amount of data being shared vs. their advantage
with regards to societal goals and comfort. Moreover, the dynamic
nature of roles within households [10, 46] poses a challenge for
authorisation and access control in smart homes. For instance, our
experts suggested that only the primary owner of a smart fridge
could approve food orders. This in turn would allow, e.g., visitors
to place orders in the shopping basket, but not execute a payment.
Users’ stories also questioned responsibility in the context of the
couple scenario, and who of them would be allowed to do what
with the smart device. Prior work suggested to focus on functionality rather than devices [10]. This raises interesting questions for
future work, including the permissions associated with roles in
smart homes, and the employment of these when it comes to access
to data and functionality.
6.4.2 Increase Awareness. Furthermore, users need to be educated
about the reach of the tracking. In the context of smart devices,
there is ambiguity about how far the tracking reaches. Non-experts
are not able to differentiate between devices, sensors and their
ability, but rather draw a relationship between the smart device and
the room it is in (e.g., kitchen) or the smart device and the task it
upholds (e.g., hoovering). Visitors consider their familiarity to the
device owner and environment rather than the device itself when
it comes to privacy decisions [19]. We found both, end-users and
security experts, wishing for indications of devices being active
and/or tracking data, which would ultimately support them in
informed privacy decisions.
Experts’ proposal to tackle this problem was twofold: Firstly,
in alignment with prior work [33] that drew the attention to law
makers’ responsibility, experts agreed that there is a need to create
regulations on how far certain sensors are allowed to track. This
would avoid ambiguity regarding sensors and their technical ability, which non-experts are not equipped to know. Secondly, they
suggested visualisation systems to inform users about the reach of
tracking [26] and/or sending notifications to users (e.g., as soon as
tracking becomes active or providing information on-demand). Also,
various modalities were mentioned such as smartphones, smart
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watches, the devices themselves or additional lights as suggested
in prior work [34]. However, no sensitive information should be
provided by this indication (e.g., a burglar should not recognise
that surveillance is active) nor should users be overloaded with
information.

7

CONCLUSION

With this work, we explore design considerations for usable authentication mechanisms for future smart homes. Interviews with
non-expert end users (N = 20) using the story completion method
provided insights in choice for devices and motivational factors,
potential authentication mechanisms as well as problems with various stakeholders. We complement our findings by a focus group
with security experts (N = 10). Ultimately, we derived implications
for the design of authentication mechanisms and discuss directions
for future research, which we hope to be useful for researchers and
practitioners. In particular, the available modalities of devices, their
access to data and functionality, as well as multiple users and their
roles essentially impact the design of smart home authentication
that is usable as well as secure.
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A

USER INTERVIEWS: STORY COMPLETION
GUIDE

Tim and Lara are a couple, recently having moved together in a common house. Lately, they saw many advertisements on, e.g., Amazon
Alexa, electronic door locks, smart cameras, Internet-connected
fridges, app-controlled washing machines, smart lights, Internetconnected audio systems, smart TVs, Internet-connected alarm
clocks, sensor-equipped microwaves, hoover robots, and many
more. Tim and Lara know, that any device exists with many interaction modalities and features.
Please imagine a future scenario in which any imaginable device
exists.
A. Appliances and Reasons After both did some research on
smart devices, Tim and Lara are now interested in getting
one for their new home. However, they are not quite sure
which type of device(s) to choose, as many – e.g., security or
entertainment devices – promise benefits for daily life. They
decide to no longer delay the purchase. What happens next?
Please describe the scenario. Include Tim’s and Lara’s reasons for their choice, and what they expect from the device.
Consider that they will probably use the device regularly.
Note: following parts of the story were based on the <smart device>
that was chosen.
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B. Functionality, Setup & Interaction A few days later, the <smart
device> arrives and Tim and Lara want to try out all functionality. What happens next? How is the device’s setup process
and what functionality does <smart device> provide? How
can both interact with the <smart device>?
C. Authentication Mechanisms Tim and Lara are aware that
smart devices collect and store personal information. Thus,
they want to make sure that illegitimate users to not have
access to their account. The <smart device> can meet this
requirement. How could an authentication mechanism look
like, that is more than a one-time login, but does not require
user input on each and every device use?
D. Problems & Concerns of Shared Use
D.1. Couple After a few weeks, Tim and Lara realise that
shared use of a smart device can lead to problems. Which
problems could that be and how could future solutions look
like?
D.2. Children Lara’s sister is visiting every month, together
with her children (3 and 5 years old). As they see the <smart
device>, they want to play around with it. While Lara is
busy talking with her sister, Tim is concerned as he is not
sure about consequences of using the <smart device> for the
children.
Please describe (potentially harmful) consequences in this
scenario and include potential countermeasures.
D.3. Worried Guest Tim and Lara have a worried guest.
This guest is convinced, that any Internet-connected device
is used for surveillance by, e.g., secret service or marketing
companies.
How can Tim and Lara convince their guest to feel more safe,
i.e., that their home is still a safe place? What requirements
would the <smart device> need to fulfil (e.g., an option to
turn off the microphone)?
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B

EXPERT FOCUS GROUP: PROTOCOL
1. Threats in Smart Homes
a) Think about 5 threats and rank them in order of priority.
b) How can this threat be automatically recognised?
2. Data Tracking, Transparency and Management
a) From a scale from 1-7 (1=not at all) how much do you
agree with this phrase?
“It is not tracked when I put the smart device in the freezer.”
[provided on a paper sheet]
b) How can we increase awareness of what is tracked when
and how (e.g., by means of a visualisation)?
Think about 3 solutions.
c) From a scale from 1-7 (1=not at all) how much do you
agree with this phrase?
“When guests enter my smart home, they loose the right
to their data.” [provided on a paper sheet]
d) How can we share data that is tracked from guests with
them?
3. Privacy and Societal Goals
a) Which of the following smart devices are more privacy
intrusive? Think about, e.g., which data these devices can
access. Rank them on a scale from 1 - 4, 1=least intrusive.
• smart hoover
• smart fridge
• smart light
• smart voice assistant
I do not think it is possible to rank them. Why?
b) Which factors would you consider when designing an
authentication mechanism for smart devices? Think about
5 factors.
e.g., one central authentication system vs. individual ones
for each smart device? e.g., consider context?
4. Authentication Mechanisms
There are three user groups (owner, adult household members, children, guests) and three smart devices (smart fridge,
smart voice assistant, smart coffee machine). Lets think about
one authentication method for each smart device that can
be shared with each group.
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C

CODES FOR QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
A Appliances and Reasons.
• Appliances
– Household
∗ vacuum cleaner robot (7)
∗ fridge (5)
∗ washing machine (4)
∗ light (2)
∗ heater (1)
∗ coffee machine (1)
∗ dish washer (1)
– Entertainment
∗ Alexa (6)
∗ TV (1)
– Control
∗ smart hub (3)
– Security
∗ camera (1)
∗ door lock (1)
• Factors of Influence
– comfort
– chores
– internet access
– central control
– automation
– showing off
– easy installation
– safe energy
B Functionality, Setup & Interaction.
• Features
– Device Features
∗ It is always on
∗ photo album
∗ self programming what it can do
∗ efficient
∗ scanner checks content
– Use Cases
∗ mange shopping / orders / delievery
∗ automation
∗ (vacuum) clean
∗ change lights
∗ lawnmower
∗ play music
∗ waaterproof
∗ indoor and outdoor use
∗ create and change profiles
∗ personal settings / individual programming
∗ play music
∗ <not mentioned>
• Setup
– Establish connection
∗ connect with other devices
∗ connect to WIFI
∗ connect
∗ enter Wifi Password
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∗ internet connection
∗ connect with all accounts
– Authentication
∗ automatic authentication depending on other devices
∗ two-factor authentication
∗ enter login data
– start the device / first steps
∗ plug in
∗ unpack
∗ turn on
∗ download companion app
∗ device training time
∗ employ light bulb
– try out / learn device
∗ try it out
∗ read manual
∗ learning by doing
∗ watch a video
∗ plug and play
– others
∗ sensors
• Interaction Modalities
– app / smartphone
– voice commands
– touch
– via voice assistant / Alexa
– 3rd person/friend
– remote control
– high importance/dependence
– via a display
– none (completely automated)
– indirect
– directly with the coffee machine
– fingerprint
– face recognition
C Authentication Mechanisms.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fingerprint (11)
face recognition/scan (6)
voice commands / recognition (6)
login via smartphone / companion app (3)
PIN (3)
two-factor authentication over mobile phone (1)
camera (1)
connection to WiFi (1)
door handle (1)
password (1)
location dependent authentication with mobile phone (1)
locks device from being accessed (fridge) for a few min (1)
only authenticate once upon installation (1)
token / proximity based (1)

D Problems & Concerns of Shared Use.
• Shared Devices
– (varying) preferences
– interferring commands
– voice recognition failures within family
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– Responsibility
– Children
∗ children may get hurt
∗ device may be damaged
∗ other/miscellaneous problems
– Visitors
∗ dislike
∗ disagree
• other/miscellaneous problems
• Data
– data leakage to co-living partners
– knowing when the device is on/off or saving data
• Technology / Device related

